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ABSTRACT 

The super markets are the places where people go to buy their daily products and also pay for that.So the need to calculate the number of products sold and 

generation of bill for the customer . When people go for the shopping in a shop, we have to select the right product.After that, it's hectic to stand in line for billing 

purposes .Hence, we are going to propose the “Smart Shopping Truck System" that will save the track of items which are bought and compute the bill utiliz ing 

RFID peruser and Transmitter and Receiver. The framework will likewise give ideas to items to purchase dependent on client buy history from a unified 

framework In "Shrewd Shopping Cart System" each item in Mart will be appended with a RFID tag , and each truck will have RFID Reader, LCD show and 

Transmitter and collector. -- Automatic shopping, RFID, AndroidKeyWordsofthings ,PIC16F877 . 

 

1 Introduction 

 
In metro cities purchasing and shopping at supermarkets, big malls is a daily activity. We have seen large lines for installment of the bill at shopping 

centers on siestas and ends of the week. When there are uncommon offers and limits the surge is likewise considerably more. Clients will buy 

numerous things and put it into the streetcar.. After customers have done the purchase they need to go to the billing counter for payment. 
Every one of the items in the shop are connected with RFID labels. At the point when a client places any items in the streetcar, its interesting code will 

be identified and the cost of those items will be put away in memory. As we put the items into the streetcar then, at that point costs will consequently 

get put on the all out tab. In this way the charging will be done in the actual streetcar. Complete bill data will be moved to PC by remote Transmitter  
and collector modules at the charging counter.. When the customer purchases a product, she/he first scans the RFID tag of the product using the RFID 

reader and then puts it into the trolley. While purchasing the product, the customer needs to scan the RFID tag of the product, a price of the product is 

taken and stored in the system’s memory. 

 

II.  Literature Review 

Nowadays, shopping has become a major role in our economic activity. Basically, Innovation in technology is aimed towards making the day to 

day life of people easier and faster. In this paper, we discuss a product “Smart shopping trolley for supermarkets using rechargeable smart cards” being 

developed to help customers in terms of reduced time spent while shopping. The main objective of the proposed system is to provide a technology 

oriented, easily handled, and efficient system for helping the customers in shopping.The main facility that the proposed model gives is the client just 

requirements to convey a shrewd card, which is Needed to be swiped in the streetcar to start shopping when a client puts an item in the savvy streetcar, 

the RFID Reader will peruse the Product ID and the data identified with it will be put away in Arduino UNO.. When shopping is over the customer has 

to press the end button which will automatically deduce the bill amount from the balance available in the smart card. The payment is made right there 

and thus avoids the need of waiting in a queue at the counter and saving a large amount of time. The smart card is rechargeable. [1] 

2.1. SMART SHOPPING CART 

 
In the present innovation, numerous organizations are creating items that guarantee accommodation toward all individuals.. One of the conveniences 

that is involved will be providing  a  new  and  easy  shopping  experience.With a Thus, the project team is developing a Smart Shopping Cart, a system 

that allows faster wireless card, Bluetooth, and a portable battery will be implemented on the shopping cart. [4]  
The user would scan the Universal Product Code (UPC) that contains the shopping item using the bar code reader. The scanner tag data will be put 

away into a PC's memory, and checked against a data set from which it would recover the proper data. A product bundle will interface up the gadget  

with the information base and Bluetooth gadget. It will likewise empower the chip to figure the complete cost for all checked things, and show it on the 

LCD screen. On the off chance that the client is prepared to make an installment, he would go the truck through the clerk. The complete cost will be 

shipped off the clerk utilizing Bluetooth, and the receipt will be consequently printed. All the client needs to do is to follow through on for the complete 
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cost without emptying the things from the truck. The group expects that the shrewd shopping basket will be a more dependable type of registration 

measure that will diminish the measure of time a client needs to stand by while shopping .[4]An RFID Reader with gadgets equipment framework is 

fitted with the streetcar to make the buy agreeable. At the point when the thing is displayed before the peruser (fitted in the streetcar) the sum for the 

thing is put on the buy tab and it is displayed on the LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) . It also has the provision for removing the items from the trolley 

where the cost is reduced from the total cost.[2] 

 

III. . Methodology 

3.1 Microcontroller 

 
PIC16F877 belongs to a class of 8-bit micro controllers of RISC architecture. It has 8kb glimmer memory for putting away a composed program. Since 

memory made in FLASH innovation can Be modified and cleared more than once, it makes this miniature regulator appropriate for gadget 

improvement. IT has information memory that should be saved when there is no stock. It is generally utilized for putting away significant information 

that should not be lost if power supply unexpectedly stops. For example, one such information is a doled out temperature in temperature controllers. In 

the event that during a deficiency of force supply this information was lost, we would need to make the change endless supply of supply.  

3.2 Android of things 

 

HC-05 module is a simple to utilize Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module,designed for straightforward remote sequential association 

arrangement. Sequential port Bluetooth module is completely qualified Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) 3Mbps Modulation with complete 

2.4GHz radio handset and base band .It uses CSR Blue focus 04-External single chip Bluetooth system with CMOS development and with 

AFH(Adaptive Frequency Hopping Feature).It has the impression as little as 12.7mmx27mm. Expectation it will work on your general 

plan/advancement cycle. 

3.3 RFID. 

 

RFID is short for Radio Frequency Identification. By and large a RFID framework comprises of 2 expressions . A Reader, and one or more 

Transponders, also known as Tags. RFID systems evolved from bar code labels as a means to automatically identify and track products and people. 

You will be generally familiar with RFID .[3] 

 

3.4 Experiment Setup 

3.4.1 MP Lab 

 

MPLAB IDE is a software program that runs on a PC to develop applications for Microchip Micro controllers.It's anything but an Integrated 

Development Environment, or IDE .in light of the fact that it gives a solitary incorporated "climate" to foster code for inserted Micro regulators. An 

installed framework is ordinarily a plan utilizing the force of a little  microcontroller.These miniature regulators consolidate a microchip unit (like the 

CPU in a work area PC) for certain extra circuits called "peripherals", in addition to some extra circuits on a similar chip to make a little control module 

requiring not many other outer gadgets. This single gadget would then be able to be inserted into other electronic and mechanical gadgets for minimal 

expense advanced control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: MPLab IDE 
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3.4.2 HI-TECH C compiler 

Howdy TECH Software is a top notch supplier of advancement apparatuses for implanted frameworks, offering compilers highlighting Omniscient 

Code Generation™, entire program aggregation innovation, and an Eclipse-based IDE (HI-TIDE™) for 8-, 16-, and 32-b it microcontroller and DSC 

chip models.NEW freeware compilers supporting Microchip Pic micro® gadgets. Howdy TECH C® PRO compilers incorporate Lite mode - a huge 

component sure to dazzle the understudies and specialists. Light mode isa FREE download, has NO memory or time limitations and supports ALL 

gadgets the HI-TECH PI CC-Lite compiler is a freeware variant of mechanical strength HI-TECH PICC™ STD compiler accessible for Windows, 

Linux and Mac OS X. The HI-TECH PI CC-Lite compiler is something similar in each regard as the full HI-TECH PICC STD compiler, then again, 

actually it has support for just a restricted subset of processors, there are a few limits on the measure of memory that can be utilized and source code for 

the standard libraries isn't given.. The supported processors and their limitations (if any). Due to program memory constraints, support for printing 

floating-point and long data types via print family functions is not included. 

 

IV.  Result and discussion 

 

This framework gives on spot examining of the item and shows its value subtleties on LCD. This permits clients to contrast the complete cost and the 

spending plan in the pocket prior to charging. Guide the way for the corresponding product Auto billing system through RF . Hence it prevent the stand 

in line for the billing purpose to the customer Two mode of operations are possible auto and semi-auto . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 : Project model 

 

RFID Reader is connected to shopping streetcar or shopping container which identifies the presence of the normal client and with this, shopping 

streetcar will go about as a Smart Trolley.. The regular customer requires downloading a mobile application and then the smartphone act as a Bar code 

scanner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3 : Bluetooth Electronics App 
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V Conclusion and Future Work. 

Involvement in Smart Shopping has shown that there are numerous specialized difficulties will be met in conveying an unavoidable retail framework. 

Advances that catch data about connections between actual items are not yet adult enough for the purchaser market as they are moderately expensive. 

In any event, when such information is free the assignment of deciphering it is entirely expected as trying as its enrollment, since no normalized 

grouping plan or fitting scientific categorization exists. A few endeavors to make principles are in progress yet are still basically years away. Albeit in 

the moderately controlled climate of the shrewd shopping streetcar project it has been feasible to resolve this issue on a remote premise it is difficult to 

imagine a circumstance where broadly sent retail administrations can work without such guidelines. A connected issue is that new frameworks should 

be incorporated in existing retail foundations, which frequently work utilizing heritage and inconsistent frameworks. Also, the sending of retail causes 

huge development in electronic exchange loads which current frameworks can't adapt to. Like shrewd shopping ought to be accessible  on whatever 

gadget buyers have nearby. Albeit extensive Advances have been made around here, creating and keeping up with such applications is as yet a 

significant test. 
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